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Sonim
SCOUT

SCOUT is a guiding principle designed to simplify and enhance the enterprise
and user experience on Sonim devices. It enables device provisioning,
management and support, while providing a roadmap for advanced control
capabilities on devices. Allowing workers to more easily and intelligently
accomplish their jobs without always having to look at their phones.
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Purchaser

User

We must keep 3 target groups inside
of the customer in mind:

User

Administrator

• Purchaser

• Administrator

User

User

• Users

User
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Sonim
SCOUT

The umbrella assistant
to manage, provision, configure,
maintain, troubleshoot the overall
operation and experience of a
device fleet of devices offering the
best combination of UI/UX/EX
Provide a single application
on XP5s and XP8 for all Sonim solutions
Updateable via Google Play
(XP8) or App Updater (XP5s)
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Sonim Setup Wizard

App Updater

SafeGuard

Kiosk Mode

Remote Support
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Sonim
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Customizing devices per user needs, tasks and functions is invaluable to
expanding device utility. Trouble is, with customization, device deployment
becomes quite time-consuming. Sonim Setup Wizard allows provisioning
teams to rapidly customize and deploy large number of devices, offering
the following benefits:
• Eliminates errors associated with manual device customization
• Greatly reduces the time it takes to customize and deploy

• Cloud based profiles and QR technology allow provisioning teams
to rapidly and remotely deploy any number of devices
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Challenge:
Over 2,000 employee mobile devices
in operation at any given time, and each
one requiring manual setup of 15-20 steps
taking 10-15 minutes, causing the company
costly downtime.

Large private office goods supplier in
the U.S. with over 60 distribution centers,
1200 sales reps and 1100 delivery trucks
servicing over 300,000 businesses.

Solution:
Utilizing unique profiles through
Sonim Cloud, device setup is now
entirely automated, reducing
deployment time to under 2 minutes
per device with no errors
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As the number of productivity and safety based Apps continues to grow,
the ability to easily install and update those apps becomes increasingly
important. Sonim SCOUT App Updater uses the cloud to allow for easy
and efficient App updates and installation.
• App installation without firmware maintenance release
• Silent Mode updates Apps without end-user prompts or messages
• Prompt Mode informs end-user of App updates
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Challenge:
As a way to more efficiently manage
their workforce, they had already decided
to switch mobile-device productivity Apps,
but needed a way to install them in a timely
and cost-efficient manner.

Nationwide provider of non-hazardous waste
collection, transfer, disposal and recycling in
the U.S. with a fleet of over 19,000 trucks
and mobile device-equipped drivers.

Solution:
Using App Updater, Sonim and the App
partner set up the customer in Sonim Cloud,
enabling pilot device users to install the new
App without ever having to connect to a PC.
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Whether for cost reasons or productivity concerns, having control over how
employees use specific Apps and features is key. With Sonim SafeGuard,
administrators can block usage of selected Apps and features, ensuring only
those critical to job related functions and cost requirements are used.
• Hide or block selected device Apps and features via administrator PIN
• PIN set via device or Sonim Cloud
• Intuitive User Interface enables admin to quickly and easily
“SafeGuard” appropriate Apps and features
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Challenge:
With a data plan that included Wi-Fi
Hotspot capabilities, they discovered
their employees were often using this
functionality for personal purposes,
incurring excess data costs.

A local plumbing and construction
company with more than 50 employees,
each with a company issued mobile device,
covering the entire Los Angeles metro area.

Solution:
Utilizing Sonim SafeGuard, company
management was able to block access
to the Wi-Fi Hotspot and no longer had
excess data issues.
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For those workers in hazardous environments or transitioning from radios, the
number and variety of apps can not only be overwhelming, they can get in the
way of worker productivity and safety. With Sonim Kiosk Mode, Enterprises can
customize and optimize device screens, keeping things simple for device users
and allowing access to only those apps which are work or productivity-related.
• Optimizes device for work related apps only
• Admin enjoys flexibility to customize look, feel and access to any
and all applications
• Perfect for reducing app overload, confusion and/or distractions
in hazardous environments
• Secure PIN and Sonim CLOUD offers Admin ultimate control
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As the capabilities of rugged devices grows, so too, does their complexity.
And for those in the field, the ability to not only troubleshoot, but to be
educated on device use, in real-time, becomes crucial. SCOUT Remote
Support, connected exclusively to Sonim, offers workers the guidance they
need to get the most out of their rugged device, anytime, anywhere.
• Offered in partnership with Aetherpal
• Enables real-time troubleshooting and device guidance in the field
from Sonim Support
• Provides workers a greater level of device familiarity and productivity
• Remote Support for Enterprise Admins can be licensed, offering workers
an additional level of support

